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Abstract: Interest rates have a direct and an indirect

impact on life insurance companies, their new product

offerings, and existing policies. Interest rates have been

declining for decades, and there is little expectation of

a short-term turnaround. The yield erosion has

impacted all permanent life insurance policies due to

the inherent reliance of earnings in the products and is

also shaping new products available for sale. The arti-

cle explores how the declining yields manifest differ-

ently across product types and premium funding pat-

terns. In addition, the article explores how

carrier investment portfolio structures and spread com-

pression may delay or mute reflection in policies of a

rising interest rate environment. Products are too com-

plex for the layperson to self-manage. It is critical for

life insurance professionals to make clients aware of

the impact of the rate environment on their life insur-

ance policies, help them set reasonable expectations

going forward, and guide them in developing appropri-

ate courses of action for their unique situations.
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ll life insurance companies (“carriers”) are
financial intermediaries. They buy investments
like bonds and then repackage the benefits

into annuity and life insurance products. Ultimately,
these products must reflect the yields of the underlying
investments. There is no financial alchemy that allows
the insurers to escape this interrelation. As a result, inter-
est rates have a direct and an indirect impact on life
insurance companies, their new product offerings, and
existing (“in-force”) policies. Bonds and mortgages com-
prised 83.8% of invested assets of the 100 largest life
insurance companies at the end of 2010.1 With such a
high concentration of assets in fixed investments, the
carriers and the products they offer are particularly
dependent upon interest rates. Although interest rates are
at levels commonly referred to as historical lows, this is
a continuation of a trend of declining market and prod-
uct interest rates over the past two decades (Figure 1).2

Given the declines in interest rates and normal bond
maturation, a significant portion of carrier assets is being
renewed at rates that were lower than the yields prior to
maturity (Table 1). This article will elaborate on the
resulting challenges for various product types and actions
that financial service professionals should take to help
policyowners manage in-force life insurance portfolios
and/or purchases under current consideration.

A Short-Term Rise in Interest Rates
Won’t Immediately Benefit Policies

Carrier investment portfolios tend to lag behind
movements in current interest rates by several years due
to the various durations of the bonds comprising the
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investment portfolios. While the average weighted bond
maturity of the 100 largest carriers is 10.2 years, 56% of
bonds have maturities of 10 years or less, split virtually
evenly between 1-5-year maturities and 5-10-year matu-
rities.3 In declining interest rate environments, policy
crediting rates typically do not decline as rapidly as new
money rates. Conversely, in rising interest rate environ-
ments, policy crediting rates may not increase as rapidly
as new money rates. Hence, changes in new money rates
aren’t directly reflected in carrier crediting rates for sev-
eral years. In declining interest rate environments, this
can create the misperception that carriers have superior
investment expertise and access that allows them to pass
along higher yields to policyholders.  

Another factor that may delay increases in policy
crediting rates is “spread compression.” The difference
between the earnings on the carrier’s investment portfolio
and what is credited (in the form of interest) on insurance
policies is a significant source of profit for carriers.4 This
difference is referred to as a spread. As portfolio yields have
declined, carriers have reduced amounts credited to poli-

cies in order to maintain targeted spreads (and thus tar-
geted profitability of a given block of policies). However,
due to contractually guaranteed minimum levels of inter-
est crediting, many carriers are now in a situation where
they aren’t able to maintain targeted spreads. If interest
rates rise and portfolio yields increase, carriers may choose
to delay increasing policy crediting rates until product
spreads have returned to originally targeted levels (Figure
2). While new policies have guaranteed interest rates in the
2-3% range, older policies commonly have interest rates of
4% or more, resulting in more pronounced spread com-
pression on older policies. For example, assume a carrier
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TABLE 1

Investment Grade (AA) Corporate Bond Returns*

2-Year Maturity 0.77%
5-Year Maturity 1.82%
10-Year Maturity 3.40%

* Bond yields reported on Yahoo Finance: 03-22-2012
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FIGURE 1

Historical AAA Corporate Yields and Dividend Scale Interest Rates
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has a targeted spread of 1.5% for a given product portfo-
lio and the investment portfolio yield is currently 4.5%. In
this case, the carrier is unable to achieve the desired spread
and cannot pass along policy interest in excess of the con-
tractually obligated minimum rate of 4%. It would require
a significant increase in the carrier’s investment portfolio
before the carrier spread has recovered to desired levels. In
such a situation, carriers may choose to delay increases in
policy interest crediting rates until they have recovered
their investment spreads. 

In products available for new sales, competitive pres-
sures may induce the carrier to promote a short-term higher
interest or dividend interest rate than is being earned on the
investment portfolio. From the policyholder’s perspective,
this may result in unseen pressure on a product’s crediting rate
as rates stay low or decline further. To combat this potential
risk, it is recommended that illustrations be examined using
lower interest rate assumptions than are currently being cred-
ited for products under consideration for new purchases.

Illustrations Assume the Current Envi-
ronment Stays Constant for Decades

As Mel Todd once said, “Sales ledgers are financial
illustrations of what might happen if certain disclosed and
undisclosed assumptions prove to be true.” These sales
ledgers, referred to commonly as illustrations, are used in
the life insurance acquisition and service process to deter-
mine the projected performance of a given product based
upon these various assumptions. Most life insurance prod-
ucts with declared dividend or interest rates are illustrated
at the interest rate in effect at the time the illustration is pre-
pared. Regulatory restrictions preclude use of an earnings
rate higher than currently being credited. For example, in
1990, an illustration for Mutual 3 in Figure 1 would likely
have been illustrated at the then-current dividend interest
rate of 10.25%. This interest rate level would have been
depicted over the length of the policy sales illustration—
typically spanning several decades—with the corresponding
benefits of compound interest over that time horizon.
Unfortunately, as Figure 1 shows, the actual dividend inter-
est rate has declined over the years to the current level of
5.8%, a reduction of 445 basis points from the original
earnings assumptions. Thus, earnings today are roughly
57% of the levels assumed in the original sales illustra-
tion, levels of rate declines that were simply not anticipated

by carriers, agents, insureds, trustees, or other advisors.
When these levels of decline are compounded over several
decades, the effects can be disastrous on policies. 

Why Are Interest Rates Important 
to Life Insurance Products?

Life insurance policy benefits come from one of three
sources: (1) guarantees, (2) pure market returns (separate
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FIGURE 2

Potential for Carrier Spread Recovery to
Delay Increases in Product Interest Crediting Rates
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account products only5), and (3) policy credits in excess
of guarantees that are items of company discretion (Fig-
ure 3). Current policy charges and dividend/interest rate
credits fall into the latter category. The distribution across
these sources varies by product and the time at which the
benefit is measured. Every permanent life insurance prod-
uct has an interest earnings assumption factored into the
pricing. The interest rate assumption credited to a policy
over time is one of the biggest factors influencing illus-
trated life insurance product performance. The higher
the interest assumption, the more favorably a product
generally illustrates. The benefits of the interest earnings
assumption typically manifest in illustrations as: 
1. Lower illustrated premiums in cash-value-dependent

policy structures
2. The ability to cease premium payments via use of

cash value to pay internal charges
3. Higher policy cash value (which reduces internal

expenses in some product types)
4. The ability to use dividends to pay premiums in

part or fully
5. The ability to use policy loans to pay premiums in

part or fully
6. Lower premiums required to meet guaranteed

shadow account thresholds

General Product Structures
As indicated in Table 2, permanent life insurance

products generally fall into one of three broad structures
in terms of how they operate in common usage: (1) pre-
mium-dependent structures, (2) dividend-dependent
structures, and (3) cash-value-dependent structures. Over
the last few years, products have been introduced which
blur the categories by having elements that can be in two
of the categories. For example, Hybrid Variable Univer-
sal Life is both a premium- and cash-value-dependent
product. The death benefit guarantees depend on regu-
lar premium payments; however benefits may extend
beyond the contractually guaranteed period (i.e., to age
90) if cash values are sufficient to pay for monthly
administrative and mortality charges. 

The impact of continued low interest rates manifests
differently in each structure. Furthermore, within each
structure and product subset of each structure, the risks

are different and the options for recovery differ. As the
detailed workings of each product are beyond the scope
of this article, it is suggested that financial service profes-
sionals seek to advise their clients about the risks to their
specific policies.

Premium-Dependent Structures 
Products of this nature require a specified amount of

premiums be paid in order to provide the policy death
benefit. For example, whole life generally has a specified
premium due in all policy years. The required amount
and number of premiums are generally known up front.
However, with products like universal life with second-
ary guarantees the impact of failure to pay the prescribed
premium pattern is usually difficult to discern until the
time of occurrence and may be disproportionate to the
original premium.

Dividend-Dependent Structures
Products of this structure are variants of whole life

which rely on nonguaranteed policy dividends to facili-
tate various policy activities such as paying for term rid-
ers, offsetting contractual premium increases, or sus-
pending future out-of-pocket premium payments via
use of dividends and/or policy loans.

Cash-Value-Dependent Structures
Premiums paid into these product structures gener-
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TABLE 2

Permanent Life Insurance Products
General Product
Structures Product Types

Premium Whole life, Guaranteed universal
dependent life, Hybrid variable universal 

life death benefit guarantees, 
Indexed universal life death 
benefit guarantees

Dividend Whole life with term riders, 
dependent Modified premium whole life, 

Suspended premium whole life

Cash value Universal life, Variable universal 
dependent life, Hybrid variable universal 

life, Indexed universal life
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ate a policy cash value which acts as a sinking fund from
which to pay monthly mortality charges that increase
over time due to age. If the cash value is insufficient to

cover the monthly expenses, coverage will terminate
unless additional premiums are paid.

Table 3 depicts the various product subsets of each
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TABLE 3

General Impact of Sustained Low Interest Rates

Existing (”In-force”) Policies New Policies

Premium-Dependent Structures

Whole Life (All base – No impact on base but lower death benefit Same
premium paid all years) growth from dividend additions;

lower cash value from dividends

Universal Life with Lower cash value; no impact on death Higher premiums especially for large
Secondary Guarantees benefit guarantees since premium- up-front funding (i.e., 1035 exchange);

dependent only restrictions on amount of lump sums;
fewer carriers offering product

Variable Universal Life No impact on death benefit guarantees Premiums for guarantees have been
Death Benefit Guarantees since premium-dependent reducing; restrictions on allowable 

investment allocations with guarantees

Indexed Universal Life No impact on death benefit guarantees Introduction of more products with limited
Death Benefit Guarantees since premium-dependent or long-term guarantees

Dividend-Dependent Structures

Whole Life with Additional out-of-pocket premiums; Higher illustrated premiums
Term Riders increased annual premium requirements;6

reductions in death benefit; 
increased policy expenses

Modified Premium Additional out-of-pocket premiums; Higher out-of-pocket costs; 
Whole Life payment of higher Ultimate Premium7 lower death benefit growth

Suspended Premium Reappearing out-of-pocket premiums; Inability to suspend premiums;
Whole Life reduced cash value and death benefit;8 increase in number of required

increased number of required out-of-pocket premiums
out-of-pocket premiums

Cash-Value-Dependent Structures

Most Universal Life Lower cash value; reduced policy duration Higher illustrated premiums
absent additional premiums; 
increased policy expenses

Variable Universal Life To extent investment performance lower Lower guaranteed interest rates in fixed
than expected, lower cash values; earlier account options; limitations on allocations
policy lapse absent additional premiums; to fixed accounts
restrictions on allocations to fixed accounts

Indexed Universal Life Lower cap and/or participation rates; Lower cap and/or participation rates 
reduced cash value; reduced policy resulting in higher illustrated 
duration absent additional premiums; premium requirements
increased policy expenses



FIGURE 4

Mechanics of Whole Life with Term Rider
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structure along with the implications of low-interest-
rate environments on existing (“in-force”) policies and
new policies.

As evidenced by Table 3, every product type is
impacted in some way by the decline in interest rates and
expectations of sustained low interest rates. It is impor-
tant to note that the impact of a specific policy will be
unique to that policy. For example, cash-value-depend-
ent products with durations of 25-30 years may be less
impacted by interest rate declines than a cash-value-
dependent structure with a duration of 50-60 years. A
whole life policy with premiums paid for 25 years may be

less impacted than a whole life policy in which premiums
were paid via dividends after 15 years. 

Product components may be impacted differently
within a given policy. For example, the death benefit
guarantee available in some variable universal life
(VUL) products is not directly impacted by interest
rates. The VUL cash value (which doesn’t affect the
death benefit guarantees) would be at risk in a rising
interest rate environment to the extent monies are allo-
cated to bond accounts or the fixed account. However,
the policyowner has the right to adjust the investment
allocation to manage this risk. 
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Policyowner actions and inactions greatly influence
the performance of a given policy. The option to alter
investment allocations mentioned in the preceding para-
graph is one example while the payment (or nonpay-
ment) of a premium is another example. In addition, the
options available to right a floundering policy vary
greatly by product type. So, the solution for one policy
may not be available to a second policy of a different
type or even from a different carrier. General prudence
dictates that financial service professionals should help
policyowners carefully examine the current viability of
each policy individually and determine a course of
action specific to that policy.

Product Designs Particularly at Risk
There are some structures that seem to be more

adversely impacted than others by the interest rate declines.
These are: (1) whole life policies with term riders (a.k.a.
“blends”) and (2) single premium product designs (that
were not guaranteed). Due to the particular sensitivity of
these designs, each will be examined in greater detail. 

Whole Life with Term Riders
This product, a response to consumer demand for

lower premiums, couples a traditional whole life policy
with a term rider to achieve a lower illustrated premium.
The face amount of the traditional whole life portion
operates the same way as a stand-alone policy. The term
portion is actually a combination of one-year term insur-
ance and paid-up additions (which are small incremen-
tal units of insurance purchased with a single premium
each year). It is important to note that the premium for
the term portion is not guaranteed like the base whole
life premium. The required premium for the rider can
increase due to dividend reductions. In illustrations, over
time the paid-up additions from dividends will gradually
replace more and more of the term insurance until the
rider is completely paid-up additions (Figure 4). Reduc-
tions in dividends mean fewer additions are purchased
each year, resulting in more one-year term being neces-
sary to provide the total rider death benefit. The cost of
the term insurance increases each year due to age. Thus,
more term insurance is being bought over time as the
term costs themselves are rising.  

If additional premium is required, it will usually
manifest in one of the ways depicted in Figure 4—either
as an annually increasing premium covering the shortfall
in the amount of term premium covered by that year’s
dividend, or as an increase to a level premium amount
based upon the current dividend rate. For some policies
falling into the latter category, the contractual language
may make the new increased premium permanent. Even
if dividends were to rise, the required policy premium
would not reduce. This can wreak havoc on gift and
generation-skipping tax planning for policies owned by
irrevocable life insurance trusts. Table 4 shows the impact
of a 0.9% dividend rate decline on a whole life product
with a composition of 60% whole life/40% term rider.
It is not uncommon to see product compositions of
25% whole life/75% term rider, which are even more
sensitive to the dividend rates. In this example, note the
disproportionate increase in premium in relation to the
dividend drop. This is due to the increased expenses
associated with the term rider resulting from the divi-
dend reduction. Many policies are structured with signif-
icantly higher proportion of term, in which case the
effect would be more pronounced. 

Single Premium Designs
Some products were purchased in which a single

lump-sum premium or policy exchange premium in the
first policy year was illustrated to sustain the policy until
maturity. For products that relied on dividends or policy
cash value to support such designs, the decline in interest
rates has been particularly troublesome. Many of these
products are projected to lapse well ahead of original
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TABLE 4

Effect of Dividend Reduction on Premium for 
Whole Life with 40% Term Rider/

60% Whole Life Death Benefit Combination

Dividend Interest ..........7.90% Dividend Interest...........7.00%
Rate at Issue Rate in 3rd (-11%)

Policy Year

Annual ........................$51,493 Reprojected.................$62,398
Lifetime Annual Lifetime (+21%)
Premium Premium
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projections. Lengthier coverage durations exacerbate the
situation due to the inherent compounding of interest
over a longer time horizon. The example in Table 5 illus-
trates such a scenario. The single premium was originally
illustrated to be $850,000. The costs to extend the cov-
erage from age 89 to age 95 require an additional annual
premium of $129,079 every year starting in the current
year (age 85). If the insured pays another seven premiums
($903,553 additional), he will have more than doubled

his total premiums into the policy. These costs may be
untenable but early intervention can significantly reduce
the required annual premiums. The net cost can be even
higher when taking into account gift tax and/or genera-
tion-skipping costs that may be due on premiums if the
policy is owned by an irrevocable life insurance trust. 

Additional Sources of Policy Stress
It is important to recognize that certain policy

designs or use of policy features create additional pressure
upon a policy in declining/low-interest-rate environ-
ments. Such sources of policy stress can exacerbate the
normal effects of lower policy earnings and result in an
additional number of premiums, higher premiums, tax-
able income, policy termination, and/or higher gift taxes.
The uniqueness of the impact of the policy stressors
shown in Table 6 requires examination by competent,
qualified financial service professionals. 

In addition to the policy considerations, financial
service professionals should also help policyowners exam-
ine the viability of planning strategies that may have
been coupled with the policy purchase, including split-
dollar plans, grantor-retained annuity trust strategies,
sales to defective trusts, and premium financing.

Don’t Start Making 
the Same Mistakes Again

It is extremely important for financial service profes-
sionals to recognize that there are no “can’t miss” prod-
uct answers; every product, whether in-force or new, has
tradeoffs which must be understood to determine the
most appropriate solution. The contractual provisions of
policies ultimately govern the ability to adapt to environ-
mental influences. Where possible, financial service pro-
fessionals need to explore and quantify downside risks for
each policyowner. Take into account carrier financial
considerations that could compromise its ability to pro-
vide the projected nonguaranteed elements in a product.

Furthermore, financial service professionals should
be wary of promoted solutions using questionable or
unsustainable assumptions. If you wouldn’t make the
same earnings assumption in a comparable investment
portfolio outside a life insurance policy, why expect the
carrier to deliver the results you don’t feel are reasonable?
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TABLE 5

Single Premium Universal Life

Original $3 million death benefit – issued 20 years 
Situation/ ago; Single Premium of $850,000 paid to 
Plan: sustain coverage to age 100 at then current 

interest rate

Current Client age 85 in good health but coverage
Situation/ projected to lapse at age 89
Options: Option 1: Pay annual premium of $129,079

to keep coverage to age 95
Option 2: Pay annual premium of $173,338
to keep coverage to age 100

TABLE 6

Policy Stressors

Reduced earnings on policy loans (i.e., loans for
premium payments)

Net amount at risk increases/term rider increases

Increasing death benefit option/return of premium
option

High late duration mortality charges

Premium spikes on modified whole life or whole life
with term blends

Contractually permanent premium increases for
term blends

Whole life autopilot for continued loans to pay
premiums coupled with no administrative notice of
impending problems

Rising interest rates on nonfixed rate policy loans
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Carriers can and do support artificially higher earnings
rates on new products available for sale. Some products
may illustrate better in today’s interest rate environment
than other products. The more aggressive the assump-
tions employed, the better a product illustrates. Indexed
universal life products are popular now because they
illustrate well, but the earnings assumption used in the
illustrations is pure conjecture. If an 8% earnings
assumption is used in an indexed universal life product,
it should illustrate better than a traditional universal life
with a 4.5% current interest rate simply because of the
enhanced compounding of the assumed interest. How-
ever, financial service professionals should consider what
is driving that apparently enhanced performance. Are the
pricing or return assumptions reasonable and sustainable?
Is the carrier passing risk to the policyowner? Does the
carrier have the ability to arbitrarily alter components of
the policy? By probing more deeply, financial service
professionals can manage policyowners’ expectations and
help guard them from unnecessary risks.

Finding Solutions Specific to Your Policy
Life insurance products are some of the most com-

plex financial vehicles available to the general public.
Virtually every product—new or in-force—has been
impacted in some way by the sustained low interest rates.
The mechanics of the various product structures operate
very differently and must be carefully examined. Given
the product complexities coupled with the integrated
estate planning strategies often employed in conjunc-
tion with life insurance, it is critical for competent, inde-
pendent life insurance professionals with the knowledge,
resources, structured processes, and analytical capabilities
to make their clients aware of these important consider-
ations and to assist them in assessing their impacts in
reaching appropriate policy purchase decisions. �
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(1) Vital Signs Year End 2010 Statutory Data. Previous year statutory fil-
ings are typically completed at the end of February. 2011 Statutory fil-
ing data were not available at the time of this report. 
(2) Data compiled from numerous carrier press releases, announcements,
marketing materials, and other sources of information believed to be reli-
able. The graph is intended to convey the general downward trend of
rates over a long time period. A historical analysis of universal life inter-
est crediting rates would likely yield similar downward trends over time. 
(3) Vital Signs Year End 2010 Statutory Data.
(4) More Than Meets the Eye: What Is Behind the Long-Term Credit
Erosion in the North American Life-Insurance Sector? Standard & Poor’s
May 25, 2012. “Prolonged low interest rates are an issue specifically
because life insurers depend on the spread between general account port-
folio yields and policy credit rates for a significant portion of their earn-
ings. Investment return assumptions—in addition to mortality, morbid-
ity, and lapse assumptions—are critical to profitably pricing life insurance,
annuities, and long-term care products.”
(5) In separate account products (variable life insurance), the invest-
ment earnings or losses depend directly on the market value of the sub-
accounts in which policy cash value is invested.
(6) Policyowners may use dividends or loans to pay required annual
premiums. If policy values or dividends are insufficient to support such
activity, additional out-of-pocket premiums must be paid to maintain the
policy. “Higher annual premiums” refers to two phenomena: (1) Where
dividends are used to reduce premiums, a lower dividend would require
the policyowner to pay a higher amount to the extent dividends were less
than the policy premium; (2) In situations where dividends are insuffi-
cient to cover the cost of term insurance, the premium deficiency would
need to be paid out-of-pocket. As the term costs increase annually, the
annual premium requirement increases over time.
(7) In a modified whole life policy, the policy has an initial premium for
a set number of years (i.e., 5 years). After the initial premium period, the
required premium increases to a new amount (the “Ultimate” premium).
In practical use, dividends were often illustrated offsetting the out-of-
pocket premiums so that the Ultimate premium was never paid but
rather the original lower premium amount was paid out-of-pocket with
dividends covering the balance of the Ultimate premium due.
(8) In situations where policy values are used to pay premiums, if current
year dividends are insufficient to cover the full premium, the shortfall
may be addressed via policy loans or surrender of paid-up additions.
Either situation results in a reduction in the amount of policy death ben-
efit and cash value.
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